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1. Introduction
Ground truth data for deep neural networks (DNNs) is
expensive, sparsely available for training and test, and typically not available during operation. In consequence, the
performance of a DNN in operation remains unknown. This
poses a problem, if we consider safety-critical tasks, such as
semantic segmentation for highly automated driving [40],
operating in (adversarially) distorted environments [1,4,20]
or different domains, where DNNs often struggle to perform well. The latter issue is typically handled with do-
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Abstract
In supervised learning, a deep neural network’s performance is measured using ground truth data. In semantic
segmentation, ground truth data is sparse, requires an expensive annotation process, and, most importantly, it is not
available during online operation. To tackle this problem,
recent works propose various forms of performance prediction. However, they either rely on inference data histograms, additional sensors, or additional training data. In
this paper, we propose a novel per-image performance prediction for semantic segmentation, with (i) no need for additional sensors (sensor efficiency), (ii) no need for additional
training data (data efficiency), and (iii) no need for a dedicated retraining of the semantic segmentation (training efficiency). Specifically, we extend an already trained semantic segmentation network having fixed parameters with an
image reconstruction decoder. After training and a subsequent regression, the image reconstruction quality is evaluated to predict the semantic segmentation performance. We
demonstrate our method’s effectiveness with a new state-ofthe-art benchmark both on KITTI and Cityscapes for imageonly input methods, on Cityscapes even excelling a LiDARsupported benchmark.
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Figure 1. General motivation of our approach. Triplets of input image (left), segmentation output (middle) and reconstruction
output (right) under clean conditions (ϵ = 0) as well as perturbed
1
) (rows). Observation:
conditions (FGSM [12], ϵ ∈ {8, 16} · 255
Increasing the distortion strength ϵ leads to both, a decreased segmentation and reconstruction quality in a multi-task network.

main adaptation techniques [5, 28, 45]. The former can
be addressed by increasing the robustness to distorted inputs [23], detecting distorted data [3], or eliminating the
distortion [21]. However, there cannot be any guarantees
that DNN performance is always within the bounds for a
safe operation.
A different perspective to this problem is to directly estimate a DNN’s performance. In this paper, instead of assuming a certain performance from the validation in the lab, we
propose to estimate the actual performance of a semantic
segmentation network during inference. Competing works
so far either do not provide a per-image performance estimate [34] or rely on additional sensors [24, 25]. In this paper, we propose a performance prediction for semantic segmentation on a per-image basis, with no need for additional
training data or sensors. For this purpose, we combine semantic segmentation with image reconstruction (cf. Fig. 1),
hypothesizing a correlation between both tasks. Specifi-
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cally, we propose to attach an additional performance prediction (based on image reconstruction) to the encoder E seg
of a trained semantic segmentation network (cf. Fig. 2). The
\ from the differidea is to derive an mIoU estimate mIoU
ence of the reconstructed image x̂ and the input image x.
The benefit of attaching the image reconstruction decoder
after training the semantic segmentation network is an unchanged segmentation performance which is not influenced
by multi-task learning. Moreover, this strategy provides
an approach being highly transferable to other architectures
and tasks, whenever a latent representation can be used to
reconstruct the input.
Our contributions are: (i) a performance prediction for
semantic segmentation based on a self-supervised image
reconstruction decoder, that is (ii) sensor-efficient, as we
only use the input image, (iii) training-efficient, as we only
need to train the additional image reconstruction decoder,
(iv) data-efficient, as the additional parts solely rely on
data the semantic segmentation was trained on, and (v) setting a new state-of-the-art benchmark both on KITTI [11]
and Cityscapes [8] regarding image-only input methods, on
Cityscapes even excelling a LiDAR-supported benchmark.

2. Related Works
Robustness of Semantic Segmentation Models: Deep
neural networks for semantic segmentation [32, 40] are vulnerable to a variety of input distortions [20] and adversarial examples [1, 15, 38]. This problem can be tackled
from different perspectives, including preprocessing algorithms [4, 6, 7, 13, 21, 31], advanced learning techniques
[9, 18, 19, 23, 36, 37, 44, 48], architectural changes [42], or
detection mechanisms [3, 26, 30, 46, 47]. In this paper, we
evaluate our method using clean and distorted input images [12,35] from Cityscapes [8] and KITTI [11]. However,
we neither remove the distortion nor robustify the underlying network. Instead, we propose a performance prediction method that rather indicates distorted inputs by a low
performance, and thus, indirectly contributes to detection
mechanisms.
Performance Prediction: The performance of a deep
neural network is evaluated using ground truth data, which
is usually unavailable during inference. Estimating the network output’s uncertainty is a solution to this problem.
Two famous approaches are Monte-Carlo dropout [10] and
deep ensembles [29], both shown to be scalable to semantic
segmentation [14]. Nonetheless, both introduce noticable
computational complexity. A different way of approaching ground truth unavailability during inference is to predict the current segmentation performance or error. The
latter is addressed by Rottmann et al. [43], who propose
a method for predicting the error of output segments. Our
approach deals with the former, with the closest prior works
in [24,25,34]. The authors of [34] use an autoencoder which
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Our Contribution
Figure 2. Performance prediction setting. A trained semantic
segmentation network (with encoder E seg and decoder D seg ), is
extended by a performance prediction module (cf. Fig. 3 for further details). The performance prediction module takes the latent
representation z seg and the camera image x as input and outputs
\ (9) w.r.t. the actual mIoU (5). Note that mIoU
an estimate mIoU
\ does not.
relies on ground truth data while mIoU

runs in parallel to a trained semantic segmentation during
inference. Their approach, however, is limited to domain
shifts and does not deliver per-image estimates. The authors of [24, 25] propose a multi-task network with an auxiliary depth estimation decoder. While their approach delivers per-image estimates, they rely on additional LiDAR
data during inference and video data during training.
In contrast, we provide a performance prediction which
(a) yields per-image estimates, (b) relies only on camera
data during inference, and (c) is efficient in terms of training
data and training complexity.

3. Method Description
In this section, we introduce the theoretical background,
our proposed performance prediction framework, and its
configuration.

3.1. Theoretical Background
Let x = (xi,c ) ∈ IH×W ×C be a normalized image, with
height H, width W , C = 3 color channels, pixel index i ∈
I = {1, ..., H·W }, color channel index c ∈ C = {1, ..., C},
and I = [0, 1].
Semantic Segmentation: A semantic segmentation network maps the P
input x to the output y = (yi,s ) ∈
IH×W ×|S| , with s∈S yi,s = 1, and class index s ∈ S =
{1, ..., |S|}. Further, yi,s = P (s|i, x) is considered to be
a posterior probability. We can also reformulate the mapping into two steps, see Fig. 2. We introduce the latent
′
H
W
representation z seg = E seg (x), z seg ∈ R δ × δ ×C , and
seg seg
seg
seg
the final output y = D (z ), with E , D
being
the semantic segmentation network’s encoder and decoder,
respectively, and δ, C ′ ∈ N being the encoder’s spatial
downsampling factor and number of output feature maps,
respectively. Note that lateral encoder-decoder connections
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Figure 3. Performance prediction module. The semantic segmentation’s latent representation z seg is fed into an image reconstruction decoder D rec yielding a reconstruction x̂ of the input x.
Next, the reconstruction quality is measured in terms of PSNR
(7). Finally, mIoU (5) is estimated using a subsequent regression
\ (9).
yielding mIoU

are also possible, but we neglect them here for simplicity.
Further,
we define y = (y i,s ) ∈ {0, 1}H×W ×|S| , with
P
s∈S y i,s = 1, to be the one-hot-encoded ground truth semantic segmentation. Tensors y and y are then compared
via the cross-entropy loss
 \label {eq:segmentation_loss} J^{\mathrm {seg}} = \frac {1}{|\mathcal {I}|} \sum _{i\in \mathcal {I}} \sum _{s\in \mathcal {S}} \overline {y}_{i,s} \cdot \log (y_{i,s}), 

(1)

which is minimized during training.
Input Image Reconstruction: The general work flow
of our image reconstruction is depicted in Fig. 3. An image
reconstruction network maps the latent representation z seg
to the reconstructed image x̂ = D rec (z seg ), x̂ ∈ IH×W ×C .
Here, D rec represents a reconstruction decoder. The mean
squared reconstruction error
 \label {eq:reconstruction_loss} J^{\mathrm {rec}} = \frac {1}{HWC} \| \boldsymbol {x} - \hat {\boldsymbol {x}} \|_2^2 

(2)

serves as a training objective and is minimized.
Input Image Distortion: Let xϵ = (xϵ,i,c ) ∈
IH×W ×C be a distorted input image and r ϵ = (rϵ,i,c ) ∈
[−1, 1]H×W ×C its respective distortion which is given by
r ϵ = xϵ − x. The subscript ϵ refers to the effective distortion strength defined as
 \label {eq:distortion_strength} \epsilon =\sqrt {\frac {1}{HWC} \mathbb {E}\left (||\boldsymbol {r}_\epsilon ||_2^2\right )} 

(3)

following Klingner et al. [25], with expectation value E(·).
We additionally introduce the target distortion strength ϵ.
The exact difference between target and effective distortion
strength is emphasized in the supplementary material. In
short, ϵ is set to generate a distortion, while ϵ is measured
after distortion generation.

3.2. Performance Prediction Framework
In the following we introduce our performance prediction framework. We start with the additional image recon-

struction decoder, continue by elaborating on the training
process, and end with the explanation of the actual performance prediction scheme.
Attaching an Image Reconstruction Decoder: Our
proposed method extends a semantic segmentation network
by a decoder for image reconstruction (cf. Fig. 3). Given
E seg by the underlying semantic segmentation, we are free
to decide on the decoder architecture D rec . Here, we consider two general architectural design options.
In the first design option for D rec , the semantic segmentation decoder’s architecture D seg serves as a basis for D rec
(e.g., as done in [24,25,27]). As semantic segmentation decoders usually output |S| output feature maps, each representing a distinct class, we change the decoder’s number of
output feature maps from |S| to C = 3 to deliver an RGB
image in analogy to the input.
The second design option is mirroring the encoder E seg .
For this purpose, we first rebuild the encoder architecture recursively in a simple fashion. Note that during this process,
the input feature maps and output feature maps of all convolutions are flipped. Then, we replace all strided convolutions in the encoder (performing downsampling) by nearest neighbor upsampling with a subsequent convolution to
avoid checkerboard artifacts [39].
Performing a Sequential Training: As a next step,
both the segmentation and reconstruction tasks need to be
trained. As already pointed out in [24, 25], there are various
training strategies for a multi-task network for performance
prediction. Both tasks can be either trained sequentially,
in parallel, or in a hybrid fashion. Parallel training as well
as hybrid training update the encoder weights with gradient
information from both tasks. Preliminary experiments with
our setup showed that semantic segmentation quality does
not benefit from parallel or hybrid reconstruction decoder
training but rather worsens.
Sequential training leaves us with two strategies. In the
first of two stages, we train the shared encoder and segmentation decoder, minimizing (1), and in the second stage we
only train the reconstruction decoder, minimizing (2). The
alternative would be doing it vice versa. As the representation learned by the encoder plays a crucial role for segmentation performance, we only consider the first strategy. This
training strategy not only ensures a high semantic segmentation quality but also allows adopting arbitrary trained semantic segmentation networks.
Predicting Performance via Regression: The architecture modification and sequential training protocol are completed by a regression which is obtained after both tasks
have been trained. The performance of the image reconstruction in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio PSNR is
evaluated by comparing the image reconstruction x̂ with the
input image x (cf. Fig. 3). Both are available at any time
during inference. Note that this does not hold for seman-
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tic segmentation as computing the mean intersection over
union mIoU involves comparing the segmentation output
to its ground truth segmentation. However, if we assume
a correlation between semantic segmentation and image reconstruction (cf. Fig. 1), a regression analysis between both
tasks’ performance metrics can be performed. Specifically,
we want to apply the regression to estimate the semantic
segmentation performance in terms of mean intersection
\ , from the peak signal-to-noise ratio
over union, i.e., mIoU
PSNR (cf. Fig. 3). The details of preparing and executing
this regression are explained in the following.

Note that also here we refer to the distortion strength ϵ and
rec
the image index n in the subscripts. Further, Jn,ϵ
refers to
(2) when a distorted image xn,ϵ is fed to the network.
Regression Calibration: After training, we can calibrate our proposed performance prediction by solving a
regression problem [24, 25]. For this, we first generate
mIoU n,ϵ (5) and PSNR n,ϵ (7) for all images with indices
n ∈ N of dataset D. Next, we perform a polynomial regression of order 2 to obtain an mIoU estimate

3.3. Configuration of the Performance Prediction

with regression parameters θk , k ∈ K = {0, 1, 2}. All θk
are optimized using the mean squared error.
Performance Prediction Evaluation: We evaluate our
performance prediction using mainly three metrics: Pearson
correlation, mean absolute error, and mean root squared error [24, 25]. Considering a dataset D, we generate values
an,ϵ = mIoU n,ϵ and bn,ϵ = PSNR n,ϵ , n ∈ N . Then, the
Pearson correlation is computed via

After sequential training of both tasks, the performance
prediction needs to be configured before inference. The process is split into three steps: semantic segmentation evaluation, image reconstruction evaluation, and regression calibration. In addition, we also elaborate on how the quality
of the performance prediction will be reported later on.
Semantic Segmentation Evaluation: A semantic segmentation network is evaluated using the mean intersection over union mIoU
Class-wise
P, see Fig. 2.
true positives
TP
=
TP
,
false
positives
s,ϵ
n,s,ϵ
n∈N
P
FP
=
FP
,
and
false
negatives
FN
s,ϵ
n,s,ϵ
s,ϵ =
n∈N
P
n∈N FN n,s,ϵ are computed over a dataset D yielding
 \label {eq:miou} \mathit {mIoU}_\epsilon = \frac {1}{|\mathcal {S}|} \sum _{s\in \mathcal {S}} \frac {\mathit {TP}_{s, \epsilon }}{\mathit {TP}_{s, \epsilon } + \mathit {FP}_{s, \epsilon } + \mathit {FN}_{s, \epsilon }}. 

(4)

The subscript ϵ indicates an average distortion strength
as defined in (3), n ∈ N is an image index from set
N = {1, ..., |D|}, and s ∈ S is a class index from set
S = {1, ..., |S|}. For the regression calibration, we compute the mIoU per image rather than per dataset, yielding
 \label {eq:miou_image} \mathit {mIoU}_{n, \epsilon } = \frac {1}{|\mathcal {S}|} \sum _{s\in \mathcal {S}} \frac {\mathit {TP}_{n, s, \epsilon }}{\mathit {TP}_{n, s, \epsilon } + \mathit {FP}_{n, s, \epsilon } + \mathit {FN}_{n, s, \epsilon }}.  (5)

 \label {eq:regression} \widehat {\mathit {mIoU}}_{n, \epsilon } = \sum _{k\in \mathcal {K}} \theta _k \cdot \mathit {PSNR}^k_{n, \epsilon }, 

 \label {eq:pearson} \rho = \frac {\sum _{n, \epsilon } (a_{n, \epsilon } - \mu _{a})(b_{n,\epsilon }-\mu _b)}{\sqrt {\sum _{n, \epsilon } (a_{n,\epsilon } - \mu _{a})^2} \sqrt {\sum _{n, \epsilon } (b_{n,\epsilon } - \mu _{b})^2}} 

 \label {eq:pearson_epsilon} \rho _\epsilon = \frac {\sum _{n} (a_{n, \epsilon } - \mu _{a, \epsilon })(b_{n,\epsilon }-\mu _{b, \epsilon })}{\sqrt {\sum _{n} (a_{n,\epsilon } - \mu _{a, \epsilon })^2} \sqrt {\sum _{n} (b_{n,\epsilon } - \mu _{b, \epsilon })^2}}, 

Image Reconstruction Evaluation: An image reconstruction network is evaluated using the peak signal-tonoise ratio PSNR. In our chosen input space I, this is defined (in dB) as
 \label {eq:psnr_image} \mathit {PSNR}_{n, \epsilon } = - 10 \log \left ( J^{\mathrm {rec}}_{n, \epsilon } \right ), 

(7)

with its average over images
 \label {eq:psnr_image2} \overline {\mathit {PSNR}}_{\epsilon } = \frac {1}{|\mathcal {N}|} \sum _{n\in \mathcal {N}} \mathit {PSNR}_{n, \epsilon }. 

(8)

(11)

P
P
with µa,ϵ = |N1 | n an,ϵ , µb,ϵ = |N1 | n bn,ϵ .
For both error metrics, we first measure ∆mIoU n,ϵ =
\
mIoU n,ϵ − mIoU n,ϵ over dataset D. Afterwards, we compute the mean absolute error
 \label {eq:delta_mae} \Delta \mathit {mIoU}^\mathrm {M} = \frac {1}{|\mathcal {N}||\mathcal {E}|} \sum _{n\in \mathcal {N}} \sum _{\epsilon \in \mathcal {E}} \big |\Delta \mathit {mIoU}_{n, \epsilon }\big | 

(6)

(10)

P
P
with µa = |N1||E| n,ϵ an,ϵ , µb = |N1||E| n,ϵ bn,ϵ , ϵ ∈ E,
set of distortion strengths E, and ρ ∈ [−1, 1]. The special
cases ρ ∈ {0, −1, 1} indicate ‘no correlation’, ‘perfect negative correlation’, and ‘perfect positive correlation’, respectively. In addition, we define the Pearson correlation under
distortion strength ϵ as

Further, we define the average over images as
 \label {eq:miou_image2} \overline {\mathit {mIoU}}_{\epsilon } = \frac {1}{|\mathcal {N}|} \sum _{n\in \mathcal {N}} \mathit {mIoU}_{n, \epsilon }. 

(9)

(12)

and the root mean squared error
 \label {eq:delta_mse} \Delta \mathit {mIoU}^\mathrm {R} = \sqrt {\frac {1}{|\mathcal {N}||\mathcal {E}|} \sum _{n\in \mathcal {N}} \sum _{\epsilon \in \mathcal {E}} \big (\Delta \mathit {mIoU}_{n, \epsilon }\big )^2} 

(13)

of the predicted performance.

4. Experimental Setup
In the following, we introduce our employed datasets
and network architectures, as well as training and evaluation details. All experiments are performed using
PyTorch [41] and a single NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti.
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Table 1. Datasets and subsets we used in our experiments.
Official
Math.
# Images
Subset
Symbol

Dataset

train
Cityscapes [8] (CS)

Kitti [11]

(KIT)

val
train

CS
2,975 Dtrain
CS
59 Dval
CS
441 Dtest

50
150

Table 2. mIoU ϵ=0 [%] (4), mIoU ϵ=0 [%] (6), and PSNR ϵ=0
[dB] (8) of SwiftNet18 and attached SwiftNet-based,
ResNet18-based, or ResNet18L-based reconstruction decoder
CS
CS
KIT
reported under clean conditions (ϵ = 0) on Dval
, Dtest
, Dval
, and
KIT
CS
Dtest
. Note that only Dtrain
is used as training set. Best image
reconstruction results in boldface.

KIT
Dval
KIT
Dtest

Employed Datasets: As shown in Tab. 1, we train our
CS
models on the Cityscapes [8] training set (Dtrain
) and report
results on both Cityscapes validation set and KITTI 2015
Stereo [11] training set. We further split the Cityscapes valCS
idation set into a validation (Dval
, road scenes captured in
CS
Lindau, Germany) and test (Dtest , road scenes captured in
Frankurt/Münster, Germany) subsplit [2,3]. We do the same
for the KITTI training set, this time in an alpha-numerical
KIT
KIT
(as used in [24, 25]).
fashion, yielding Dval
and Dtest
Network Architecture: We deploy SwiftNet18 [40]
as semantic segmentation architecture, using a ResNet18
[17] encoder with the SwiftNet segmentation decoder
[40], consisting of a spatial pyramid pooling module [16]
and subsequent upsampling modules with lateral encoderdecoder connections. This results in 11.8M parameters in
total. Further, we use nearest neighbor upsampling during
training and bilinear upsampling during inference supporting reproducibility. For more details on the SwiftNet18,
we point the interested reader to [40].
For the image reconstruction decoder, we follow our two
design options introduced in Section 3.2. For the first design option, we deploy SwiftNet segmentation decoder
variants [40] with or without lateral encoder-decoder connections or spatial pyramid pooling. For the second design option, we deploy a mirrored ResNet18 attached
to the encoder output. We experiment with reducing and
increasing the number of residual units (RUs) per block,
yielding a ResNet10 decoder (one RU per block), and a
ResNet26 (three RUs per block) decoder. We also deploy
a mirrored ResNet18 with lateral encoder-decoder connections, which we dub ResNet18L. Here, we simply add
the pre-activated outputs of the encoder residual blocks [40]
to the inputs of respective decoder residual blocks.
Training Details: We train the SwiftNet18 for 200
CS
epochs on Dtrain
with a batch size of 12. For the
ImageNet-pretrained ResNet18 and the randomly initialized SwiftNet segmentation decoder, the model parameters are optimized using the Adam optimizer [22] with a
weight decay of 2.5 · 10−5 and 10−4 , respectively, and a
cosine annealing learning rate [33], starting at 10−4 and
4 · 10−4 , respectively, and finishing at 10−7 and 10−6 , respectively. After training the SwiftNet18, all parameters

Metric

Rec. Dec.

mIoU ϵ=0
mIoU ϵ=0

-

CS
CS
KIT
KIT
Dval
Dtest
Dval
Dtest

65.02 72.95 43.12 39.46
49.37 61.41 36.04 34.18

SwiftNet 29.86 29.39 20.31 20.60
PSNR ϵ=0 ResNet18 21.52 20.64 13.90 13.87
ResNet18L 31.80 31.42 20.69 21.26

are fixed and the image reconstruction decoder with randomly initialized weights is trained for further 10 epochs
with a batch size of 8. Here, we apply the same optimizer
and learning rate settings as for the segmentation decoder.
Evaluation & Regression Details: We evaluate our
CS
CS
method on clean and distorted versions of Dval
, Dtest
,
KIT
KIT
Dval , and Dtest , mainly reporting the Pearson correlation (10) of mIoU n,ϵ (5) and PSNR n,ϵ (7). The regresCS
sion is calibrated with clean and distorted versions of Dval
KIT
or Dval , using (9). The clean conditions are simulated
using the original data. The distorted conditions are simulated using either Gaussian noise, salt-and-pepper noise,
FGSM [12], or PGD [35] (40 iterations with step size of
2
255 ) applied with various target distortion strengths ϵ ∈
1
E = {0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32} · 255
following [24,25]. FGSM and PGD are optimized to maximize
(1). In total we create 4 · |E| = 48 distorted datasets in addition to their clean origin. More details about the distortion
settings can be found in the supplementary material.

5. Experimental Results
A high correlation ρ (10) is an indicator for a reliable
regression and thus performance prediction. Therefore, in
the following experimental evaluations, we will concentrate
\ n,ϵ (9) in the first
on ρ (10) rather than on predicting mIoU
place. Finally, in the last paragraph, we will also discuss
\ n,ϵ in terms of ∆mIoU M (12) and
the quality of mIoU
R
∆mIoU (13) and compare our approach to the closest
prior art [24, 25].

5.1. First Analysis on Task Performances
Clean Data: The focus of this work is performance prediction. However, for completeness, we also provide results
regarding actual performance and discuss them briefly. We
CS
CS
first take a look at the clean performance on Dval
, Dtest
,
KIT
KIT
Dval , and Dtest of a SwiftNet18 with either a plain
SwiftNet-based or ResNet18-based reconstruction de-
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mIoU  [%]

40
30
20
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22
Gaussian
S&P
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PGD

25
20
15

0
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20
30
Effective distortion strength  (·255)

20
18

Gaussian
S&P
FGSM
PGD

16
14

0
10
20
30
Effective distortion strength  (·255)

(a) SwiftNet18-based segmentation

PSNR  [dB]

30
Gaussian
S&P
FGSM
PGD

PSNR  [dB]

50

(b) SwiftNet-based reconstruction

0
10
20
30
Effective distortion strength  (·255)
(c) ResNet18-based reconstruction

CS
Figure 4. mIoU ϵ (6) [%] and PSNR ϵ (8) [dB] under various ϵ (3) on Dval
. Note, each curve point also represents a distinct ϵ ∈ E. Results
are reported for (a) SwiftNet18-based segmentation, (b) SwiftNet-based reconstruction, and (c) ResNet18-based reconstruction.

Table 3. Correlation ρ (10) of SwiftNet18 segmentation and
various attached SwiftNet-based reconstruction decoder variCS
ants. Results are reported under various input conditions on Dval
CS
KIT
and on Dval . Note that only Dtrain is used as training set. ‘Lat.’
refers to lateral skip connections from encoder to decoder [40],
‘SPP’ refers to spatial pyramid pooling [16, 40], and ‘all’ refers to
all data used for ρ computation. Best variant on each dataset in
bold, second best underlined.
Eval on Lat. SPP Clean FGSM PGD Gaussian S&P all
CS
Dval

KIT
Dval

✓
✓

0.19
0.20
-0.01
✓ -0.01

0.77
0.77
0.88
0.88

0.78
0.79
0.85
0.84

0.70
0.70
0.83
0.83

0.78
0.77
0.86
0.85

0.76
0.76
0.85
0.84

✓
✓

-0.29
✓ -0.38
-0.42
✓ -0.43

0.68
0.62
0.79
0.79

0.72
0.65
0.77
0.76

0.46
0.35
0.67
0.66

0.64
0.56
0.79
0.81

0.65
0.58
0.75
0.75

✓

coder. Results in terms of mIoU ϵ=0 (4), mIoU ϵ=0 (6), and
PSNR ϵ=0 (8) are listed in Tab. 2. In terms of PSNR ϵ=0 ,
the SwiftNet-based reconstruction decoder (design option 1) is superior to the ResNet18-based reconstruction
decoder (design option 2). As a first hypothesis, we explain this by the additional lateral encoder-decoder connections in a SwiftNet-based reconstruction decoder, which
can be expected to support the task of image reconstruction. This is confirmed by showing improved results with
ResNet18L—a ResNet18-based reconstruction decoder
with additional lateral encoder-decoder connections.
Distorted Data: Next, we take a closer look at mIoU ϵ
CS
(6) and PSNR ϵ (8) on Dval
under various input distortions
and (mean) effective distortion strengths ϵ (3). We again
use a SwiftNet18 with either a SwiftNet-based or
ResNet18-based reconstruction decoder. The results are

depicted in Fig. 4, with mIoU ϵ being plotted in Fig. 4a and
PSNR ϵ being plotted in Figs. 4b and 4c for SwiftNetbased and ResNet18-based reconstruction, respectively.
We observe that both mIoU ϵ (Fig. 4a) and PSNR ϵ (Figs. 4b
and 4c) drop with increasing ϵ. This indicates an existing correlation between mIoU ϵ , mIoU n,ϵ and PSNR ϵ ,
PSNR n,ϵ and that this correlation is present regardless of
the underlying image reconstruction architecture. Further,
the mIoU ϵ curves (cf. Fig. 4a) are more spread than the
PSNR ϵ ones (cf. Figs. 4b and 4c), the latter even showing intersections. Accordingly, we conclude mIoU ϵ heavily depends on both distortion type and ϵ, while PSNR ϵ
more or less only depends on ϵ. Next, we will analyze, if
one of our two design options is superior in terms of ρ (10).

5.2. Pearson Correlation, Architectural Aspects
As concerns Pearson correlation ρ (10), we first investigate different architectural aspects of the reconstruction
decoder. Remember that we aim at a high ρ such that we
can estimate mIoU n,ϵ from PSNR n,ϵ . For this analysis,
we deploy SwiftNet decoder variants and ResNet decoder variants. We first take a look at the SwiftNet deCS
coder on Dval
(cf. Tab. 3, upper half). It can be observed
that incorporating lateral encoder-decoder connections improves the ρ (cf. Tab. 3, Lat., rows 1 & 2 vs. rows 3 &
4), while the effect of spatial pyramid pooling is negligible (cf. Tab. 3, SPP, rows 2 & 4 vs. rows 1 & 3). Further, while lateral encoder-decoder connections improve ρ
on distorted images (cf. Tab. 3, e.g., FGSM, rows 1 & 2
vs. rows 3 & 4), they completely eliminate a correlation on
clean images (cf. Tab. 3, Clean, rows 1 & 2 vs. rows 3 &
4). This, however, does not pose a problem as in a practical use case, we could think of a high threshold θ and dis\ n,ϵ for PSNR n,ϵ > θ as on average with high
card mIoU
PSNR n,ϵ we expect high mIoU n,ϵ (cf. Figs. 4a and 4b).
In numbers, our best SwiftNet decoder model achieves
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Table 4. Correlation ρ (10) of SwiftNet18 segmentation and
various attached ResNet-based (RN) and the best SwiftNetbased (SN) reconstruction decoders from Tab. 3. Results are reCS
KIT
ported under various input conditions on Dval
and on Dval
. Note
CS
that only Dtrain
is used as training set. ‘Block c.’ refers to the
number of residual units in the first up to the fourth ResNet
block [17] and ‘all’ refers to all data used for ρ computation. Best
variant on each dataset in bold, second best underlined.
Eval on

Dec.

Block c. Clean FGSM PGD Gauss. S&P all

CS
Dval

SN
RN10
RN18
RN26
RN18L

1-1-1-1
2-2-2-2
3-3-3-3
2-2-2-2

-0.01
0.24
0.19
0.21
0.08

0.88
0.82
0.83
0.84
0.88

0.85
0.82
0.82
0.83
0.85

0.83
0.76
0.77
0.77
0.83

0.86
0.84
0.82
0.82
0.86

0.85
0.81
0.81
0.82
0.85

KIT
Dval

SN
RN10
RN18
RN26
RN18L

1-1-1-1
2-2-2-2
3-3-3-3
2-2-2-2

-0.42
-0.35
-0.35
-0.37
-0.42

0.79
0.67
0.69
0.70
0.77

0.77
0.72
0.74
0.74
0.77

0.67
0.48
0.50
0.50
0.65

0.79
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.79

0.75
0.65
0.67
0.67
0.75

ρ = 0.85 under all distortions and various ϵ by only using lateral encoder-decoder connections (cf. Tab. 3, row 3).
Next, we take a look at the ResNet (RN) decoder variants
CS
on Dval
(cf. Tab. 4, upper half) and compare them to the
best SwiftNet (SN) decoder model from Tab. 3. First,
one can see that the SwiftNet decoder model is superior
to the plain ResNet18 (RN18) decoder model in terms
of ρ on distorted images. Second, reducing (cf. Tab. 4,
RN10) or increasing (cf. Tab. 4, RN26) the ResNet decoder model parameters does not really have an effect on ρ.
Third, the correlation on clean images of the plain ResNet
decoder models (RN10, RN18, RN26) is better. We hypothesize that this comes from missing lateral encoder-decoder
connections as we observe comparable effects with similar SwiftNet decoder variants (cf. Tab. 3, rows 1 & 2
vs. rows 3 & 4). This is confirmed by the results shown
for ResNet18L (RN18L), where we improve upon correlation on distorted data, while worsen upon correlation
on clean data. Further, this variant performs on par with
the best SwiftNet-based reconstruction decoder. We finally conclude that a SwiftNet18 equipped with either
a SwiftNet-based or a ResNet18-based reconstruction
decoder, both with lateral encoder-decoder connections,
yield the best results. However, while the ResNet18based reconstruction decoder has about 11.2M parameters,
the SwiftNet-based one is more efficient with only about
0.95M parameters. Therefore, we will focus the regression
analysis on the SwiftNet-based reconstruction decoder.

5.3. Dataset Transferability
The following experiment series elaborates on the
dataset transferability of our approach. For this, we test the
models trained on Cityscapes on the KITTI dataset. We
first take a look at experiments with the SwiftNet-based
KIT
decoder on Dval
(Tab. 3, lower half), where we make several observations: First, ρ drops noticeably. Second, models with no lateral encoder-decoder connections have significantly lower ρ for Gaussian noise. The strongest drop
is observable with the model which only incorporates spatial pyramid pooling. Last, we observe higher (absolute)
but negative ρ on clean data. Similar observations are made
KIT
(Tab. 4, lower
for the ResNet decoder experiments Dval
half).

5.4. Regression Analysis
To predict the mean intersection over union we need a
regression model. For this purpose, we take one of our best
models, i.e, SwiftNet18 with a SwiftNet-based reconstruction decoder with lateral encoder-decoder connections
but without spatial pyramid pooling, and perform a regresCS
sion analysis on Dval
according to Section 3.3. We choose
the best SwiftNet-based reconstruction decoder as it performs on par with the best ResNet-based one (cf. Tab. 3,
SN vs. RN18L), while being less complex in terms of model
parameters (0.95M vs. 11.17M). Respective plots can be
seen in Fig. 5. Here, Fig. 5a depicts scatter plots of all
distortions and various ϵ (3), ϵ ∈ E. In addition a respective polynomial regression curve of order 2 is drawn.
Fig. 5b shows scatter plots for FGSM with a closer look
at ϵ. Note that for FGSM we can assume ϵ =
b ϵ. Considering Fig. 5a, one can observe that the regression error is
visibly higher with high model performance (upper right)
and decreases with low model performance (lower left). In
addition, the low correlation on clean images from Tabs. 3
and 4 can be qualitatively confirmed. Similar observations
were made in [25]. Taking a closer look at the FGSM scatter
plot in Fig. 5b, we observe the following: The correlation
ρϵ (11) is rather low for individual distortion strengths, e.g.,
2
12
ϵ = 255
or ϵ = 255
. We observed similar effects for the
other distortions. We conclude, the high ρ (10) we observe
in Tabs. 3 and 4 is caused only by the effect that an increasing ϵ (3) leads to decreasing mIoU n,ϵ (5), PSNR n,ϵ (7).
This complements the observations and conclusion derived
from Fig. 4, where we looked at mean values of mIoU n,ϵ
and PSNR n,ϵ that motivated our further analysis.

5.5. State of the Art Comparison
CS
Next, we use the calibrated regression on Dval
to predict
KIT
CS
KIT
mIoU n,ϵ on Dtest as well as Dtest . We further use Dval
KIT
for calibration to see its effect on testing against Dtest . Results and comparisons to state of the art [24, 25] are reported in Tab. 5 in terms of ρ (9), ∆mIoU M (12), and
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Figure 5. Scatter plots of mIoU n,ϵ (5) and PSNR n,ϵ (7) on clean and distorted images from Dval
, with ϵ ∈ E as well as various ϵ (3).
(a) FGSM, PGD, Gaussian noise, salt-and-pepper (S&P) noise, and clean, with a respective polynomial regression curve of second order.
(b) Isolated look onto FGSM. Note that for FGSM we can assume ϵ =
b ϵ (see supplementary material).

Table 5. Metrics ρ (10), ∆mIoU M (12), and ∆mIoU R (13)
for our method and comparable variants from [24, 25]. Our apCS
as training set, while [24, 25] also use video
proaches use Dtrain
KIT
CS
. Results are reported under a mix of input
, Dvid
datasets Dvid
CS
CS
conditions either on Dtest
(as [24] uses a variant of Dtest
, we mark
∗
KIT
the entries with ) or Dtest . ‘Cal.’ refers to regression calibration.
Eval on Video Cal. on Method
CS
Dtest

CS
Dvid
KIT
Dvid

-

KIT
Dtest

CS
Dvid
KIT
Dvid
KIT
Dvid

CS
Dval
CS
Dval
CS
Dval

CS
Dval
KIT
Dval
KIT
Dval
KIT
Dval
KIT
Dval

ρ

∆mIoU M ∆mIoU R

Ours
[24]
[24]

0.90
∗
0.58∗
∗
0.43∗

10.12
∗
12.19∗
∗
13.38∗

13.18
∗
15.71∗
∗
16.12∗

Ours
Ours
[24]
[24]
[25]

0.73
0.73
0.54
0.77
0.86

11.62
8.00
7.81
6.01
4.45

14.26
10.24
9.79
7.70
6.16

∆mIoU M (13). Note that our approach is solely trained
CS
on Dtrain
while [24, 25] need additional video data from eiCS
KIT
ther Cityscapes Dvid
or KITTI Dvid
. When it comes to
CS
Cityscapes Dtest (Tab. 5, upper half), we clearly excel state
of the art in all categories. However, we are not able to
KIT
excel state of the art on KITTI Dtest
(Tab. 5, lower half).
We hypothesize that this is due to the domain shift from
Cityscapes to KITTI. This claim is supported by [24], where
we see that through the inclusion of KITTI, the performance
CS
KIT
is improved significantly (entry [24] (Dvid
) vs. [24] (Dvid
)
in the lower half of Tab. 5).
Through our experiments we could not only provide a
proof of concept, but also set a new state-of-the-art benchmark both on Cityscapes and KITTI for image-only input
methods for segmentation performance prediction. Moreover, we even excel a LiDAR-supported benchmark [24] on
Cityscapes. All this is achieved without additional video

CS
KIT
data for training (Dvid
, Dvid
) or LiDAR data during inference, both, however, needed in [24, 25]. We train our image
CS
reconstruction solely on Dtrain
and only need the input im\ n,ϵ (9).
age to provide a performance estimate mIoU

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a performance prediction for
semantic segmentation by using a self-supervised image reconstruction decoder. Our proposed method is efficient as it
does not rely on additional sensors, additional training data,
or retraining of the semantic segmentation. We set a new
state-of-the-art benchmark both on KITTI and Cityscapes
for image-only input methods, excelling even a LiDARsupported benchmark on Cityscapes. We believe that our
proposed method facilitates further research and increases
the awareness for safety in neural network-based highly automated driving.
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